
OPEN TEXT IN PROCESS 

Open design city coworked by a philosopher 

 

 

 This text is the 1st one of a series I would like to start now, after 5 days spent in 

“Open Design City”, a coworking and collaborative free space hosted in an other coworking 

space, the Betahaus Berlin. Such an interlocking is the exact balance that my research needs 

since it doesn’t tend only to notice the propagation of such a mentality of sharing and 

exchanges –which effectively is spreading over a lot of cities and cultural places nowadays- 

but wants to work on it, as one can work on a material and starts to make it its own, to 

understand its initial organization as well as its possibilities more or less direct. The first step 

is always to find the material, the concrete possibilities of such a work. 

And, the ODC is, before everything, a space, an inhabited space that foregrounds and mostly 

puts at work and in a visible effectiveness, the mentality of the whole building as well as this 

contemporary tendency, in general: the co working. It actualizes and embodies a movement 

and precisely, makes it exist as a pure process (cf the very interesting video which holds 

perfectly its name: “Delivered in Beta”) challenging by the way the uses of theory in its 

definitional hobby of the “ism” (“impressionism”, “modernism”, “postmodernism”…) which 

obligatory encloses a practice and an activity under a strict name and a set of characteristics. 

The Open Design City, by the 1
st
 word of its title, shows that it can’t exist under such 

a restrictive approach even if it is a perfect representative and incubator of the very 

specificities of our epoch, its various aspects and possibilities concrete of construction, of 

building together the city thought locally as well as universally: the Polis. The political 

meaning of ODC is considerable and it would be of course a pity not to collect it for the only 

reason that it doesn’t fit to the traditional analysis. This “non fitting” aspect is one of those 

who make the interest and the positive (as well as the political) charge of ODC: so it has to be 

observed but observed with the good lens! An adequate regard which will do the step not 

done by the theoreticians and starts to consider the nature of ODC precisely not as a thing, as 

a product in itself but as a process of production(s).  

  

That’s why, as a philosopher and initiator as well of a collective (kom.post: gathering 

of young researchers and interdisciplinary artists) I would like to replace the tool case of the 

pure analyst by the one of the “open designer”: someone who takes the impulse of this 

opening not only as an invitation to join something that already exists, but who will, precisely, 

by this coming which allows everybody to concentrate on its own practice and activity, 

participate in the existence of a common space. It’s in this balance of individual and 

collective, of personal and common creation that I notably see the strength of ODC and what 

it “gives to think” and to “design in words” for the practitioner I am, interested in collecting 

the philosophical and mostly political aspect of pure processes which, because of being so, 

don’t notice this charge. They are in the pure doing, the pure practice and this is precisely 

what is so interesting and so feeding for an “inside-outside” eye who can share the space with 

all these “open designers” by working it with its own tool and transforming it not into 

wonderful machines (the one of Philip, the one of Christophe…) but in a discourse which 

shows an other side of it, sharable with people who are also not IN ODC: its conceptual and 

political identity. And yet, this politic is really specific and shows a change of mentality 

peculiar to our “post ideological epoch”, since in the functioning of ODC there is no common 

put at the beginning (which means, of course no consensus nor ideology: strong mark of a 

political change in regard to the past century…) except a welcoming space where very 

different singularities will come by a free decision. Then, by inhabiting it with their 

specificities, they precisely create, they design, and by the way let appear and sharable 



another kind of common, a mixture in between the spatial and the conceptual: this certain 

atmosphere you feel when you enter in ODC, the very special energy which is not at all the 

one of “let’s do something together!” but of everybody working on his own thing but in an 

open process that one can visit, discuss or help if the “open designer” asks for it. I would call 

this particular mood not a “mentality” nor an “ethic” but precisely an esthetic in the meaning 

of:  by a practice, be able to change ways to observe and let observe a reality. 

 

Indeed, as I said before, if you join ODC it’s not in order to meet an external proposal 

that would be out of you but more to find the space you need, for yourself as a freeworker or 

someone who needs, at a point, to regain a direct access to what he is producing, before being 

disconnected of it by the laws of the general and global market. Said like that, it can appear as 

a new Marxism, inspired by its theory of work, and it’s sure that they have links since ODC as 

well as places like Betahaus, are proposing new ways of “working”. However the big 

difference is that in the last ones: there is no IDEOLOGY put above all. Of course something 

is produced anyway by this gathering and this production in what I called an esthetic, making 

of the “open designers” the “artists of the quotidian” as the French philosopher Gilles Deleuze 

can describe them: « The artist is the master of objects; he puts before us shattered, burned, 

broken-down objects, converting them to the regime of desiring-machines. 

The artist stores up his treasures so as to create an immediate explosion, and that is why, to 

his way of thinking, destructions can never take place as rapidly as they ought to.» 

 

And this production that is at the same time a certain deconstruction of a system inadequate 

but in which we are anyway, is maybe nothing else than a common space constructed and 

designed by different freeways encouraged in making connections through their similitude 

and differences, what is for me, the beginning of a politic, for a society who is missing its 

own. 

 

This political aspect is one of the points I would concentrate on during this progressive 

writing, this open writing which starts now. I am very grateful to the 2 “openers” (in the 

double meaning of the ones who have started and the ones who are always attentive to open it 

to new processes, knowing the strength of such a trust in subjective practices) Jay Cousins 

and Christopher Doering, who help me doing this progressive writing and who enter with me 

in such an exchange of knowledge. In between design and philosophy maybe something like a 

material and dense thought can appear? We will see, we start… 

 

Of course, it would be a nice following to see this process joined by other “open designers” 

who may complete my “philosophical” approach by other modalities of expression, of 

documentation and of creation since this progressive publications, which will appear one or 

twice a week online, can also take place in a collection, a ODC book or various ODC booklets 

which would need a knowledge that I have not of design and edition… 

 

To be followed! 

  

Camille Louis 

 

P.S: soon more info about the format of this betabook! 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


